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In this issue, we focus on the importance of partnering with a Tier 1+ supplier
to support your success in a rapidly evolving marketplace. We’ll also explore
ways that mines can minimize risk and improve their resiliency amid global
supply chain disruptions, define what a Tier 1 + supplier means, and investigate
how a holistic supplier relationship can help your mine improve its safety
performance, brand reputation and profitability.

production. So, as we pivot to a new economy and way
of work, we know that the metals and minerals in the
Arabian/Nubian Shield will be critical to humankind’s
success in everything from clean energy production to full
implementation of the Internet of Things and ‘smart living.’
Their current focus on mining is a result of the region
adopting a long-term view and preparing for continued
success into the future.

Earlier this year, Cyanco’s CEO, Michael Lefenfeld, traveled
to Riyadh in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to speak at the
inaugural Future Minerals Forum. The event welcomed
2,000 leaders and influencers from the global mining
industry to discuss the growth potential for minerals and
metal mining in the Middle East, North and East Africa and
Central Asia.

ML: Many of the technical innovations required to power
the Circular Economy will require access to gold, silver and
copper for their conductive properties. They’ll be critical for
semiconductors, touchscreens and the next generation of
electronics. As you know, the extraction of silver and gold
requires a reliable and safe supply of sodium cyanide for
lixiviation. As the world’s only Tier 1+ supplier of sodium
cyanide, Cyanco is a natural partner for new mining
projects that will be developed in this region.

We caught up with Michael to learn more about Cyanco’s
participation in this conference, and the importance of
partnering with Tier 1+ suppliers as miners prepare for the
Circular Economy:
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Cyanco at MINEXCHANGE 2022

Q: What was this exciting new conference about?

ML: The Future Minerals Forum primarily focused on
leveraging the Region’s abundance of natural resources to
meet the growing global demand for rare earth elements,
minerals and metals in a low-carbon economy. The goal
of the event was to explore and promote new investment
and development opportunities in this emerging mining
hub. There was also a great deal of discussion around
ways to expand the Region’s mining capabilities using
new technologies and sustainable practices that will meet
the environmental, social and governance requirements
of mining today – and tomorrow. One key aspect of the
discussion was the need to build a responsible supply
chain, anchored by Tier 1 raw material and transportation
suppliers. That’s why Cyanco was invited to participate.
Q: Why have these governments and ministries switched
their focus to mining – and why now?
ML: The world is pivoting to the next phase of our global
economy – the Circular Economy. In this new economy,
we’ll see a much stronger focus on decarbonization, the
preservation of our natural resources and sustainable
operating practices.
This is a resource-rich region with a well-established Oil
& Gas infrastructure and supply chain. The leaders in
this geography are aware that their infrastructures can
be redefined for mining and they certainly know how to
identify valuable natural resources and move them into
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With the arrival of spring comes the second
installment of the The Cyanco Standard!

A Focus on the
Circular Economy at
the Future Minerals
Forum

Q: How does Cyanco fit into the picture?

Q: How is Cyanco different from other Tier 1 suppliers?

ML: Cyanco understands that the stakes are high
in mining. We deliver a product that is critical to our
customers and we don’t believe that it’s enough to simply
deliver that product and then walk away.
Instead, for the past 30+ years, Cyanco has taken a
full lifecycle view of our products: from ICMC-certified
manufacturing and delivery to safe use and handling at the
mine. We continually look for ways – through our training
programs, process technologies and application tools – to
help our customers succeed.
For example, our Applied Technology Group, which is
staffed with chemists, engineers, metallurgists and EHSS
professionals, offers advanced technical support at every
stage of the mine’s lifecycle and the cyanide value chain.
Cyanco’s team of experts help mines:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minimize hazardous waste
Reduce operating CapEx and detox costs
Put best practices in place for employee safety
Stay on production schedule
Earn ICMC certification/recertification
Connect positively with their communities

We know that choosing the right strategic supplier can help
mines succeed in the Circular Economy, with a focus on
eliminating waste and pollution, optimizing product and
material use and regenerating natural systems. The time
is now to implement a continuous improvement mindset
– and Cyanco can help you do that!! https://cyanco.com/
technical-services-systems/
THE CYANCO STANDARD
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HARTONO WIJAYA,

SVP Business Development & Strategy

What does it mean to be a Tier 1 supplier? Traditionally, a
Tier 1 cyanide supplier was considered to be a company that
focused on the safe production, transportation and use of
its products. And, a supplier needs to be all that! However,
as mining continues to become more advanced and more
complex, Cyanco has recognized that miners need even
more support from their suppliers.
From our perspective, being a Tier 1+ supplier means that
we add value above and beyond the delivery of a quality
product. Of course, Cyanco delivers the highest-quality
product. But unlike some of our competitors, who are done
once their invoice has been paid, Cyanco has created an
integrated business model that includes product quality,
safe, reliable delivery AND advanced technical service
offerings that help mines optimize their production,
maximize mineral recovery and achieve sustainable sourcing.
At Cyanco, we consider ourselves to be partners to your
business, which is what makes us the only Tier 1+ supplier of
sodium cyanide in the world. Here’s how that benefits you:

Discovery

Achieving and maintaining Tier 1+ status starts at the
analysis stage, working with existing and prospective
customers to define their biggest problems and highest
priorities. From the earliest stages of mine start-up to
mature mining operations, Cyanco helps customers identify
what they need to do – and how to do it – to achieve the
most efficient, safe and profitable operations.

systems – all of which will help optimize your use of cyanide,
save you money and keep your mine compliant.

Protecting and Improving Your Brand Reputation

In high-impact industries such as mining, it’s especially
important to work with trusted partners who can help uphold
your corporate values and your reputation for safe, ethical
practices. In addition to its own reputation for safety and
compliance, Cyanco offers a variety of training and services to
safeguard the wellbeing of your employees, the environment
and the surrounding communities – as well as protecting your
brand!

Future-Proofing Your Business: Investing in Innovation

As the leading innovator in mineral extraction technologies,
Cyanco continues to invest in new ways to improve our own
production processes, making them cleaner, greener and more
efficient. We’re working on new lixiviation methods to supply
smaller mine customers than we’ve ever been able to serve in
the past. Cyanco is also innovating to improve ore leaching for
our customers, with a goal of making their leach circuits more
predictable and productive.
Simply put, Cyanco’s goal is to up-level your cyanide experience
across the board. As the industry’s only Tier 1+ supplier, we’re
here to help!

Cyanco's Technology Group has delivered over $45M in
economic benefits for its customers over 30 years

Safety and Sustainability

With Cyanco’s unique combination of products and
technical services, we help mines create environmentally
responsible safety strategies anchored in operational
best practices. We also help our customers improve their
environmental performance with no-waste/low-waste
packaging options and alternative recovery technologies.
Our packaging further minimizes the risk of spills and
exceeds the most rigorous of global standards. Cyanco, a
founding member of the International Cyanide Management
Code (ICMC), regularly helps our customers achieve their
ICMC certification.
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MICHELE DUTTLINGER, Chief Operating Officer
As we all know, the challenges
originally brought about by the
pandemic have evolved into ongoing
supply chain issues that miners and
their suppliers continue to face today.
We’re all feeling the crunch from
widespread freight delays, product
shortages and the rising cost of raw
materials.
With additional global instability in
Russia and the Ukraine, we expect to
see these supply chain disruptions
and capacity issues continue into
the foreseeable future. The question
becomes: how do companies manage
risk and achieve resiliency in the midst
of these challenges?
Unlike our Tier 2 and Tier 3
competitors, who have experienced
constrained supply, Cyanco never
missed a sodium cyanide shipment
throughout the heaviest months of
the pandemic up through this very
day, despite driver shortages, severe
weather events and freight issues
creating significant headwinds in our
own supply chain.

How did Cyanco achieve its delivery
performance, despite these obstacles?
First and foremost, today’s complex,
global supply chain requires more
than a traditional skill set, so we
depend upon a world-class staff
of experts. Cyanco’s Supply Chain
and Logistics professionals bring an
amazing level of creativity, technical
acumen and problem solving to
move product and materials around
the globe.
Secondly, we have implemented a
very intentional investment strategy
to digitize our operations and
logistics, and to up-level our Business
Intelligence capabilities. This has
enabled the sophisticated forecasting
and supply chain management
necessary to navigate the unique set
of variables affecting the industry
today. (One great example of this
is Cyanco’s new tank monitoring
systems, ensuring customer sodium
cyanide levels never get too low.)
Third, we expanded our transportation
optionality by adding new ocean, truck
and rail carriers. This, in addition to

Meet the new members of Cyanco’s
Supply Chain & Logistics team

Our world-class Supply Chain and Logistics
professionals are here to help you better

manage risk and improve your mine’s resiliency,

Continuous Improvement

At Cyanco, we’re constantly looking at new ways to help our
customers improve productivity and profitability. Our highly
trained technical service reps are on-hand to assist you with
everything from NaCN usage studies to the implementation
of analyzers, control equipment and/or detoxification

Risk and Resiliency – Dealing with a Disrupted
Global Supply Chain

despite the current headwinds. Contact us

Check out how Cyanco is expanding its product offering by working with technology partner, Cycladex, to commercialize a new gold recovery process. https://cyanco.com/news/
cyanco-and-cycladex-announce-strategic-technology-commercialization-partnership/

today to find out more!
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Re-Defining Tier 1

our five independent production lines
in two separate facilities, allows for
logistical flexibility and further ensures
security of supply.
Finally, we have built a vendor matrix
that guarantees our own business
continuity – adding new material
suppliers and transportation backups into our mix. At the end of the
day, no matter what challenges the
industry faces, you need a guaranteed
supply of sodium cyanide to keep
your mine operational. As a Tier 1+
supplier, Cyanco can help keep your
sodium cyanide inventories balanced,
predictable and worry-free.
To that point, one of our customers
recently told us that their supply of
sodium cyanide is the ONLY thing they
don’t have to worry about, as they
continue to navigate today’s global
supply chain disruptions.
We thank all our valued customers and
commit to maintaining Cyanco’s Tier
1+ status with ongoing investments
in quality, safety, sustainability and
delivery performance into the future.

Dan Johnson

Director of Supply Chain & Logistics

Eti Korkos

Manager of Import/Export Compliance
and Customer Service

Jacklyn Lands

Customer Service Coordinator

THE CYANCO STANDARD
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"For 30 years, Cyanco
has taken a full lifecycle

Eye Safety Awareness Month just took place , so
it’s a good time to refocus attention on your eye
protection program.
According to the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH), 2,000 U.S. workers sustain
job-related eye injuries each day that require medical
treatment. About one in 10 of these incidents results in
a Lost Time Injury (LTI), while 10-20% cause temporary
or permanent vision loss.
Flying objects, tools, particles, chemicals and harmful
radiation are responsible for most eye injuries on the job.
As the National Safety Council points out, “All it takes is a
tiny sliver of metal, particle of dust, or splash of chemical
to cause significant and permanent eye damage.”
Safety experts and eye doctors believe that safe work
practices and proper eye protection can lessen the
severity – or even prevent – 90% of these eye injuries. As
such, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) requires that workers use eye and face protection
– such as goggles, face shields, safety glasses or full-face
respirators – whenever there is a reasonable probability
of injury that could be prevented by such equipment.
Providing PPE, and ensuring its proper use, are critical
elements of an effective eye protection program and
should be mandatory in all operational areas. Here
are some additional tips to share with managers and
supervisors when considering how best to safeguard
workers exposed to eye or face hazards:

view of our products:
from ICMC-certified
manufacturing and

Please join us in
Congratulating two
Cyanco veterans on their
service anniversaries:
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7 Tips for Eye Safety Month

delivery to safe use and
handling at the mine

1.
2.

site. We’re more than
Select protective eyewear based on specific
duties or hazards.
Have eyewear fitted by a professional.

3.

Establish first-aid procedures for eye injuries,
and make eyewash stations available,
especially where chemicals are in use.

4.

Make eye safety part of your employee
training and new hire orientation.

5.

Make sure managers and executives set
an example by wearing protective eyewear
wherever it’s worn by other employees.

6.

Regularly review and revise your eye safety
policies and set a goal of zero eye injuries.

7.

Display a copy of your eye safety policy where
employees can see it.

Recognizing Roy Norcross,

just a supplier to our

Director of Applied Technology, on his

35th year anniversary! Roy was with Cyanco

customers. We also

before it even was Cyanco! Prior to the

provide training,
process technology and
tools to help their
businesses succeed."
– MICHAEL LEFENFELD

merger between Alta Gold and MSI Group,

Roy was providing advanced technical services

to mines along every step in the cyanide value

chain. Roy is well known at customer sites for

helping them to minimize waste, reduce operating

and detox costs, connect positively with their communities and earn their ICMC
certifications. Congratulations, Roy, on such an impressive tenure and for your
outstanding service to the industry.

Thank you, Steve Cochrane, US Sales

Manager, for 30 years of contributions to the
company. Almost since its inception in 1990,
when he served as as a regional chemical

producer in Nevada, Steve has represented

Cyanco with passion, dedication and good

cheer! For three decades, he has provided

customers with critical training and site evaluations

to ensure the most efficient and safe use of our product.

Join Us for Cyanco’s
Cyanide Safety & Emergency Response Training
June 16-17, 2022 in Winnemucca, NV

Steve is also a tremendous supporter of the community, dedicating time and

Mark Your Calendars! This cost-free opportunity includes Cyanide Safety and

Check out Steve’s recent interview with Global Business Reports,

Training, Basic Incident Command System (ICS) Training and participation in a full-scale

Mining_2022_-_Web_Preview.pdf

Emergency Response Training (Train the Trainer) PLUS Hazardous Awareness Refresher

energy to important programs that have benefited everyone from the Humboldt
County Hospital to the local school district to the Boys and Girls Club.
Thank you, Steve for all your years of hard work and dedication.

Nevada Mining edition: https://gbreports.com/files/pdf/_2022/Nevada_

cyanide emergency exercise. Look for more information coming soon!
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The 2022 SME Annual Conference & Expo, MINEXCHANGE,
took place earlier this month in Salt Lake City, UT, featuring
a variety of technical sessions and speakers. According to
Cyanco’s Director of Applied Technology, Roy Norcross,
thousands of mining professionals from around the world
were in attendance.
Roy and colleague Pamela Moyo, Senior Application
Specialist, were on hand to represent Cyanco in the
technology session: A Novel Process to Convert Copper
Cyanide to Copper Oxide.
The presentation, given by Pam, highlighted Cyanco’s
research collaboration to minimize the impact of cuprous
cyanide (CuCN) in the gold circuit by converting it to
copper oxide (CuO).
Pam credits industry consultant and co-author of the
research, Steve Dixon, with the original concept.
“We worked with Steve to demonstrate that precipitated
CuCN from the elution circuit can be converted to CuO
using sodium hydroxide (NaOH) at ambient temperatures,”
said Pam. “We’re still testing, but we know it can be
done – the science works. From here, we will continue to
optimize the process and determine if the conversion of
CuCN to CuO provides a viable commercial-scale option for
removing copper from mine circuits.”
Pam stated that commercial viability would result in cost
savings and efficiencies – as well as ESG benefits such
as the reduction of mine waste streams. “From both an
economic and environmental viewpoint, this would be an
advantageous, new way to process cyanide, while creating
a copper byproduct that is easily handled and can be
reused in other applications,” she said.
“This research is another example of Cyanco supporting the
industry with new ways to make mining smarter, easier and
safer,” said Roy. “Hats off to Pam. Her copper conversion
research holds great promise for our customers – and
we’re excited to see what the practical application of the
research will bring.”
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3 Quick Questions for Pam:
Q: How did you get started on your professional journey?
PM: I was born and raised in Zimbabwe. In school I was
good at science. As I neared [high school] graduation and
began thinking about a career, I attended an open house
at the University of Zimbabwe. I was really intrigued by the
microscopic images of metals they had on display. There
was also a big advertisement on the school’s application
form that said metallurgists would have no trouble finding
a job coming out of university! That’s how I got started in
this field. When I graduated, I held some junior metallurgist
jobs, while lecturing at Bulawayo Polytechnic College. I
moved to Canada, where I earned my MEng in Mining and
Metallurgical Engineering from McGill University, while
working for various companies.

Q: How did you end up at Cyanco?
PM: I moved to the U.S. from Canada to work for Barrick
in Nevada, where I spent eight colorful years as a Senior
Metallurgist. From there, I moved on to become Chief
Metallurgist at a new Nevada Copper project. COVID
interrupted the project’s ramp up, bringing production on
the process side to a halt. So, like many mine professionals
at that time, I experienced a period of transition, which is
when I connected with Cyanco and joined Roy’s Applied
Technology Team.

Q: Pam, you’re a female engineer in a traditionally male
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SME Annual Conference & Expo:
MINEXCHANGE 2022

Our Communities
1.

Cyanco’s Steve Cochrane and Tawnya

Medoza, Accounts Receivable Specialist,
volunteer at the Winnemucca Frontier

1

Community Action Agency (FCAA)

Temporary Food Assistance Program. Steve
and Tawnya joined FCAA to help unload
supplies and prepare food boxes for

distribution to families in need. Learn more
about the great work being done by FCAA
at: https://lnkd.in/gbWH6M4u

2.

Don Henriquez, Process Engineer, and

Amber Huerta, Accounts Payable Specialist,
went to the Albert M. Lowery High School
Freshman Expo Job Fair to teach students

2

about career opportunities in the chemical industry.

LIVING
THE VALUES

segment. What are your thoughts on diversity and gender
equality in mining today?

PM: When we visit mine sites in Nevada or Quebec, we
find the make-up of their metallurgical groups to be at
least 50% female, if not more. Employees in the labs are
also mostly female. Quite often these women are daughters
or granddaughters of miners who have gone to school to
earn advanced technology degrees in order to become
second or third generation mining professionals. From my
perspective, mining has made great strides in creating a
diverse and inclusive workforce in the lower and middle
management levels, while the top leadership level is a
work in progress!

At Cyanco, Teamwork is one of

our core values. Sometimes that
just means getting together

and having fun! Find out more

about being part of the Cyanco
Team at https://cyanco.com/
careers/#career-opps
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CYA N CO V A L UE S A T WORK

ONE TEAM. ONE GOAL.

SAFE PRODUCTION.

Look for Cyanco at
these upcoming events:

Colorado MPD (Mineral
Processing Division/SME)
April 27-29
Colorado Springs, CO

Elko Expo
June 6-10
Elko, NV

Cyanco International 2245 Texas Drive, Suite 500, Sugar Land TX 77479
t: 832.590.3641 | sales@cyanco.com | appliedtech@cyanco.com

Certified according to
the International Cyanide
Management Code

